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Ministerial Address of Dr Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, 

Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs 
SALGA Special National Members Assembly 

Inspiring Service Delivery 
14 May 2021 

 
Programme Director; 
President of SALGA, Cllr. Thembisile Nkadimeng and Members of the NEC; 
Hon. Amos Masondo, Chairperson of the NCOP; 
Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa, Minister of Sports, Arts and Culture; 
Ms Faith Muthambi, Chairperson of Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on COGTA; 
Mr. Thabo Manyoni, Chairperson of the Municipal Demarcation Board; 
Mr Glen Mashinini, Chairperson of the IEC; and  
Councillors and delegates. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to address this landmark SALGA Special National 
Members Assembly, which you convene at the sunset of the 4th term of democratic 
local government. This Assembly seeks to inspire service delivery, into the 5th term. 
Often when we tend to seek inspiration elsewhere, forgetting our own experiences, 
history, culture and heritage. Addressing the OAU for the first time as a democratically 
elected Head of State and Government in June 1994, President Nelson Mandela 
reminded us that: 

“all human civilisation rests on foundations such as the ruins of the African city of 
Carthage. These architectural remains, like the pyramids of Egypt, the sculptures 
of the ancients kingdoms of Ghana and Mali and Benin, like the temples of Ethiopia, 
the Zimbabwe ruins and the rock paintings of the Kgalagadi and Namib deserts, all 
speak of Africa's contribution to the formation of the condition of civilisation.” 

 
Thus, as we seek inspiration we must remember that the notion of local government 
and governance has existed on our continent, since time immemorial. The colonial 
masters and architects of apartheid sought the destruction of our established African 
governance norms. They did so because they understood them to be key instruments 
by which we could sustain our resistance and secure our liberation. Consequently, 
they replaced or appropriated African governance structures so as to prop up their 
illegitimate regimes. They achieved this through unjust legislation and minority public 
policies. 
 
These included the Land Acts and the Group Areas Act which, enabled the illegal 
appropriation of African assets whilst reserving the core economic activities for white 
and male control. This created segregated and unequal communities. On the one 
hand, there were the privileged minority white town councils who fell into four 
provinces. On the other hand, were the un-serviced and impoverished black masses 
who were clustered into 10 meaningless Bantustan administrations in rural South 
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Africa and illegitimate black councils in urban areas.  
 
These legacies still remain with us today.  
 
We must also remember that in the precolonial Africa, diverse social, cultural and 
governance norms existed side by side and at most times in harmony. Studies carried 
out by Meyer Fortes and Evan Pritchard have proven their sophistication, wherein they 
note two main types of governance regimes: 

“one group consists of those societies which have centralised authority, 
administrative machinery and judicial institutions –this group comprises, the Ngwato, 
the Bemba, the Zulu [the other] consists of those societies which lack centralised 
authority… which there are no sharp divisions of rank, status or wealth..”1 

 
These age old African norms, we speak of, are now what modern societies seek to 
pursue. However, they have been assigned names such as classless society, inclusive 
governance, consensus building governance, and so on.  
 
We must therefore not look down on our culture and heritage, but use it to inspire us 
to higher levels of performance. Of commonality in African societies is their inclusivity, 
order and in fact decisions and leadership choices were arrived at by consensus and 
in the interest of the whole of society. In fact, this is at the heart of the vision advanced 
by our democratic state, as captured in our Coat of Arms, which reads ike!! Eke!! Ixara, 
in the Khoi San language of Ixam, meaning united in diversity.  
 
Our Coat of Arms captures what should inspire all of us and the next administrations 
of local government. The Coat of Arms traces our history, leans on our heritage and 
advances a philosophy that compels us to harness individual effort towards unity 
between thought and action. That action ought to be directed at reversing the enduring 
legacies of colonialism and apartheid as symptomatized by the challenges of hunger, 
poverty, unemployment and inequality as well as gender inequality, which confront the 
masses of our people. 
 
Because of our history and nature of our challenges, the White Paper on Local 
Government establishes the promise of a developmental local government. Such a 
government is one which is “committed to working with citizens and groups within the 
community to find sustainable ways to meet their social, economic and material needs 
and improve the quality of their lives”. Unfortunately, over the past 21 years democratic 
local government has not adequately fulfilled its developmental role, especially as it 
relates to economic development. Whereas our commitment to work with our citizens, 
as national, provincial and local governments is unquestionable, our silo orientated 
actions often display the opposite.  
 
These actions have led to the well-known rift and distance between the institutions of 
governance and the people. The Edelman’s Trust Barometer provides evidence of 
this. It shows that only 20% of the people fully trust government. Assumingly because 
of its proximity to the people and it’s well documented under performance, the local 
sphere is least trusted. Whether real or perceived this should be cause for great 
concern. 

 
1 African Political Systems, 1940, p5 
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However, the Barometer provides a silver lining in that it shows despite this mistrust, 
57% of South Africans believe that they will be better off in five years’ time. For context 
consider that only 15% of Japanese feel the same, 19% of the French, 27% of the 
British and 32% of Australians. Unfortunately, South Africa is the only African country 
measured by the study. 
 
Programme Director, the District Development Model can capitalise on this wind of 
hope and optimism. By improving horizontal and vertical coordination and integration, 
unity in action can be guaranteed. This will maximise impact, thus strengthening the 
local sphere of governance.  
 
The DDM enables us to pursue socio-economic and spatial transformation through a 
more tangible common vision. By adopting a long-term view and interconnecting the 
local economies, we are able to reimagine a better community, district and nation. We 
are able to transcend our current limitations by capitalising on the endowment 
structure for each district. That inquiry includes the question “what does this district 
have”? 
 
By identifying these in every district and metro we are therefore able to locate the 
district’s competitive advantage and utilise it for shared growth and prosperity. Here 
we should ask the question, “what can the district do best?” This will allow us to 
purposefully link our local economies with our district, provincial and national 
economies. Thus, enabling us to massify, optimise and transform the structure of the 
economy. All these will require a developmental and appropriately capacitated local 
government.  
 
Although we will deploy District Hubs in every district, so that we may avail shared 
skills where municipalities may lack, we will have to gear up and capacitate our 
municipalities in the long run. In part, this will require that we collaborate amongst the 
three spheres of government to influence the National Skills Development Plan, such 
that it may be responsive to the needs of the local sphere of governance.  
 
In this regard, we have begun to work with the National School of Government, so that 
we may equip the political and administrative levels of local government. Currently the 
school offers transversal skills such as governance, ethical leadership, the MFMA, 
managing performance, customer services, M&E and economic governance, to name 
but a few. Some of these can be taken online or on a part time basis.  
 
We will also continue to deploy the MISA technical support teams, especially to 
struggling and rural municipalities, who have thus far found it difficult to attract the right 
expertise. The focus has been on infrastructure planning and delivery. This will be 
undertaken through joint efforts with Provincial CoGTA and Treasury departments. 
 
A critical element for the success of the implementation of the DDM, is the mobilisation 
of communities so that they may drive their own development. Thus in our efforts to 
fortify our developmental orientation and expand access to employment opportunities, 
we continue to roll-out the Community Work Programme (CWP). However, there are 
challenges with the current operating model of the CWP, as it places an overreliance 
on Non Profit Organisations. Consequently, we are redesigning the model to enable 
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better governance and delivery. In redesigning, we will pay attention to ensuring that 
we skill people so that they can exit the programme. We will ensure we unlock support 
mechanisms to community based initiatives such SMMEs and cooperatives. These 
include fence making, road repairs, school maintenance and small scale agriculture.  
 
The role of local government is critical in this regard, because these projects happen 
within a municipality. The involvement of the municipality is also critical to the 
sustainability of the project. We need inputs in the redesign from LG 
 
Programme Director, if we do not fix the current and pressing challenges confronting 
municipalities we will have no chance in implementing the DDM and the vision of a 
developmental state. Time and again, we have placed blame at the door of the local 
sphere, even though sometimes the challenges emanate from elsewhere.  
 
This blame we place despite what section 154 of our Constitution says. That section 
says “national government and provincial governments… must support and 
strengthen the capacity of municipalities to manage their own affairs, to exercise their 
powers and to perform their functions”. Our knee jack reaction, thus far, has been to 
instate section 139, without introspecting on our own actions in fulfilling the 
expectations of section 154.  
 
Consequently, we must change gear and emphasise more on section 154 and utilise 
section 139 when all else has failed. We must not use our legislation to suppress or 
take away functions and powers from other spheres. We must rather seek to facilitate 
for the spirit of cooperative governance by seeking to solve problems, together. 
INTEREVEN THRIUGH 154 
 
In seeking to locate solutions we have introduced legal amendments to the Municipal 
Structures Amendment Bill. It has been finalised by Parliament and has been 
submitted to the President for assent. Through this Bill, there will be a tightening on 
governance and municipal operations, which will amongst others clarify the political 
and administration interface, which has in the past been at the root of many of our 
challenges, including interference in supply chain processes.  
 
To complement this and consider the applicable support and developmental 
administration systems, we have developed the Municipal Systems Bill. The Bill is at 
consultation phase, and is would benefit from the experiences the members of this 
Assembly have gathered over the past five years or more. We therefore take this 
opportunity to encourage you and the public to submitted your comments, so that we 
can get our local government to work more efficiently and effectively in a cooperative 
manner.  
 
The other reality is that the current governance architecture will continue to 
disadvantage the more rural and poorer municipalities. Unless something drastic and 
radical is done service delivery will continue to favour the more privileged. To this end, 
we are working with the National Treasury to consider how we can revise the current 
funding model, which makes many of our municipalities unviable or vulnerable. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, in a short five months we will be ushering in a new term of 
local governance. Although this is the final mile of the life of this administration, we are 
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duty bound to accelerate service delivery. We must be inspired to deliver quality 
services and be responsive to our people, so that this administration can leave a 
lasting legacy.  
 
This last mile will end on the 27th October. We are confident that on that day we will 
deliver credible, free and fair elections. The Municipal Demarcations Board and the 
IEC have built a sufficient foundation for that. We also believe that the revised 
regulations facilitate for proper canvasing and an adequate voting environment.  
 
As we canvass and vote in the byelections as well as the main Local Government 
Elections, let us remember that the war against COVID has not yet been won. We 
must therefore adhere to the established health protocols. More than ever before, we 
must with vigilance wear face masks, wash our hands, sanitize and maintain a safe 
social distance. Our lives depend on these simple protocols.  
 
Programme Director, together with the National Treasury we have also made 
provisions for the payment of a once-off gratuity to non-returning Councillors post the 
elections. This is in accordance with the established practice. 
 
In conclusion, we must remember that we undertake all our work, not for ourselves, 
as Mam Maxeke said, but because we seek to ensure that we bring about inclusive 
and democratic local government. This is a critical input for a developmental state. 
This requires an inspired service delivery. However inspiration cannot occur in the 
absence of love. Like revolutionaries we must have a deep sense of love. Love for our 
people. Love for our work. Love for our nation.  
 
We must also be prepared to do our best --- everyday. As an ancient Sage once said 

“A day is the microcosm of life. You're born every morning, every evening you die. 
That's all life is: an interval between birth & death. You waste a day, you wasted 
your life. Because all you'll ever have is a day. The cycle repeats until one day it's 
the evening of your life.” 

 
Indeed, you only have today, what you do or do not do today, no matter how small in 
appearance, impacts on our tomorrow and nation. So, as you go to bed tonight ask 
yourself this: 

• Have I been responsive today?  

• Have I been ethical today? 

• Have I used the resources entrusted to me by the people in an efficient, 
effective and ethical manner?  

• Have I done my best today? 

• Have I lived the best way I am capable of today or have I wasted the day? 
 
If we answer in the affirmative these questions, on a daily basis we will have an 
inspirational service delivery, which changes the conditions faced by our people.  
 
For those of you who attend this Assembly for the last time we wish you the best of 
luck in your future endeavours. We look forward to the outcomes of this Assembly and 
are certain that they will inspire African excellence in the service delivery into the next 
term of local governance.  
I thank you.  


